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practicability is confined to such a period.  It works
because, in war time, all considerations are subordinated
to the single issue of winning the war, and because the
usual processes of opposition are normally suspended
in the House of Commons. But as a peace-time expedient,
it is, at the best, dubious. It is built upon a theory of
the possibility of separating policy from administration
which is unworkable except under the pressure of such
an urgency as war. Departmental ministers  cannot be
relegated to a secondary place if they are to run their
departments efficiently, for the simple reason that their
relegation results in the erosion of responsibility. Men
of the standing of ministers, moreover, cannot effectively
control their policy if the power to make excisions is one
in which they do not share. The unity of policy which
the theory postulates disappears because policy is the
expression of an accumulation of minutiae with which
the non-departmental minister does not concern  him-
self; and, farther, the policy of one department shades
off into the policy of another, so that joint consultation
becomes imperative upon a scale fatal to the ideal function-
ing the system conceives itself to embody. The conflict be-
tween the Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary during
the Lloyd George regime sufficiently indicates the diffi-
culties. There was no red meeting of their minds by the
very character of the relation built by the system between
them. The result was that, for a considerable period, there
were two foreign policies in this country—one in the
hands of Mr. Lloyd George as Prime Minister, and one
in the hands of Lord Curzon as Foreign Secretary.
Neither was folly known to the other; and each was
worked through a different personnel. The result was
an incoherence of attitude for which there was no possible
justification.
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